Introduction
The objective here is to compare the two English translations of Euclides da Cunha´S Os Sertões. The first translation was published in 1944 by Samuel Putnam (1892 -1950 ( 
The Language of Euclides da Cunha
There is no doubt that da Cunha was deeply familiar with his language for he read widely in different areas of knowledge, a truly interdisciplinary scholar. His writing attests to this intimacy with the resources of Portuguese, both syntactically and lexically. His vocabulary is cultured. He avoids language that might be viewed as "pedestrian", with overused and trite ways of expression. Da Cunha´s prose, in many instances, is poetic, and complex with learned vocabulary as well as scientific and technical terms, long sentences interspersed with short ones. The celebrated Brazilian lexicographer Antonio
Houaiss (GALVÃO 2009: 19) praises da Cunha´s rich vocabulary. Indeed material that is a challenge for those who undertake to translate Os Sertões. Peixoto (1944: xix) , the author of the preface to Putnam's translation praises da
Cunha'S style of writing: "That freshness of imagery and of concepts which came to him from his exact and experimental knowledge of science stood in contrast to the artificial flowers of rhetoric to be found in other writers". For Stavans (2010: xviii) , the author of the introduction to Lowe ´s retranslation observes that da Cunha'S "… imagery is colored with the earth tones of the desert, the blood reds of its sunsets, the blacks of the mudholes, and the grays of its rock formations." traduções em Inglês 223. "Slowly, bound for Canudos, a long procession came down the mountain (2). These were not warriers, but believers (3), bearing on their shoulders, in rude litters (4) made of round wooden stakes bound with liana stalks (5), the bodies of the martyrs for the faith (6). The entire day had been spent in the search for these bodies, a sorrowful task in which the entire population took part (7). They had explored every winding nook and crevice (8) "Slowly a long procession headed for Canudos came down the mountain (2). These were not fighters, but the faithful, (3) carrying their dead in crude litters (4) made of wooden poles tied with liana stalks. (5) They were honoring the martyrs of the faith. (6) They had spent the day searching for the bodies, a sad task that occupied the entire settlement (7). They had searched every crevice (8), the tangled underbrush (9), the caverns (10) and crevasses" (11) Putnam chooses "bound for Canudos"; Lowe selects "headed for Canudos". According to the DHLP, the word cipó from the Tupi isipo dates from 1587 (pp. 723).
(6) "Os cadáveres dos mártires da fé..."
Lowe amplifies the tragic scene by the addition of another sentence:
"They (= the backlanders were honoring the martyrs of the faith". Putnam maintains the phrase "the bodies of the martyrs for the faith".
( 7) "O dia fora despendido na lúgubre pesquisa, a que se dedicara a população inteira."
Putnam uses the compound past perfect tense "had been spent" and Lowe employs the past perfect "had spent" for "fora despendido". Putnam chooses "sorrowful task" and Lowe "sad task" for da Cunha´S "lúgubre pesquisa". She might have chosen synonyms as undertaking, mission, burden in order to avoid the word task. The noun pesquisa according to DHLP dates from the 13th century (pp. 2200); the search for the deceased was arduous owing to the ruggedness of the mountainous terrain. For the phrase "... se dedicara a população inteira" (pp. 223), Putnam translates it as "the entire population took part" while Lowe renders the words as "that occupied the entire settlement" (pp. 229); the word settlement is a good choice for Canudos was indeed that, a place where families lived and hoped for a better life; they had no choice but to defend themselves from the invading army. Portuguese and renders to the scene with the words every crevice.
(9) "e todos os dédalos rasgados entre pedras,"
Quite frequently, da Cunha employs the word dédalo that is both eponymic and toponymic in origin for it refers to the Grecian mythological (10) "e todos os algares fundos,"
Putnam translates the noun algares as "all the deep caverns" and Lowe refers to them as simply "caverns". The DHLP dates the word from the 13th century (pp. 153).
(11) "e todas as taliscas apertadas…" "The traversing of the backland trails is then more exhausting than that of a barren steppe (1). In the latter case, the traveler at least has the relief of a broad horizon and free-sweeping plains (2). The caatinga (3), on the other hand, stifles him (4); it cuts short his view (5), strikes him in the face, so to speak, and stuns him (6), enmeshes him in its spiny woof (7), and holds out no compensating attractions (8).
It repulses him with its thorns and prickly leaves, (9) its twigs sharp as lances (10); and it stretches out in front of him, for mile on mile, (11) unchanging in its desolate aspect (12) of leafless trees, of dried and twisted boughs (13), a turbulent maze of vegetation standing rigidly in space (14) or spreading out sinuously along the ground, (15) representing, as it would seem, the agonized struggles of a tortured, writhing flora" (16) Comments on Excerpt B
(1) "Então, a travessia das veredas sertanejas é mais exaustiva que a de uma estepe nua."
There is a problem with both translations with respect to the word então that functions as a continuation of da Cunha'S thoughts in the preceding The noun trama is used quite frequently by da Cunha (7). This word is from the latim "trama" and refers to the weaving of fabrics and the crisscrossing of threads. Figuratively, nature for da Cunha is involved in "tramas". Both Putnam´s and Lowe´s translation for "trama espinescente"
respectively "spiny woof" and "thorny scheme of things" are felicitous translations for the word woof refers to "the threads that run crosswise in a woven fabric" (American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language -on-line electronic edition, henceforth AHDEL) and the word scheme depicts the ways in which the flora resist the arid climate of the sertão. The verbs enmesh and entangle (7) respectively express the hardships faced by the backlanders in their struggle with nature.
With regard to da Cunha's "e não o atrai", the words follow the original while Putnam adds the adjective compensating and the phrasal verb hold out. here for the urtica (urtiga), a member of the genus Urtica has "toothed leaves" and "stinging hairs that cause skin irritation on contact" (AHDEL) (9).
Lowe´s insertion of the adverb rather provides cohesion to her translation (8). traduções em Inglês
(10) "com o espinho, com os gavetos estalados em lanças;" Da Cunha's description of the thorns and twigs "com o espinho, com os gravetos estalados em lanças" is rendered simply by Putnam as "its twigs sharp as lances"; Lowe´s translation is more elaborate with "its thorns and dry wood standing up like lances". The word twig according to the AHDEL refers to "any small leafless branch of a woody plant"; the word graveto is defined by the DHLP as "um galho fino de árvore ou arbusto", (pp. 1480) that is, a branch, larger than a twig. The word branch would be preferable rather than twig for the latter is smaller. Lowe´s translation of estalados as "standing up" is not accurate for the verb estalar semantically entails some piercing noise in contact with a potential victim in this hostile environment aptly described by da Cunha (10). A possible rendition would be "branches that have burst into lances."
(11) "e desdobra-se-lhe na frente léguas e léguas,"
The verbs unfold and stretch are good choices for da Cunha "immutable", "constant", "enduring", "persistent", "unwavering"; for desolado, she might have considered "bleak", "dismal", "forsaken", "wild" (1), pp. 44-45. "Alimenta-o e mitiga-lhe a sede (2). Abre-lhe o seio acariciador e amigo (3), onde os ramos recurvos e entrelaçados parecem de propósito feitos (4) para a armação das redes bambolantes (5). E ao chegarem os tempos felizes (6) dá-lhe os frutos de sabor esquisito para o preparo da umbuzada tradicional." (7) (3), where the curving and entwined branches seem to have been especially made (4) for the frame of a swaying hammock (5). And with the arrival of the good season (6), it gives him its strange-tasting fruits so he can preprare his traditional umbuzada drink." (7) Putnam's translation "friendly, caressing bosom" and Lowe´s "soothing and friendly breast" are creative renditions of da Cunha's description of the benevolence of the umbú tree for the backlanders.
(4) "onde os ramos recurvos e entrelaçados parecerm de propósito feitos"
To describe the tree, Putnam and Lowe offer respectively "curved and interlacing boughs"/ "curving and entwined branches" for da Cunha's "ramos recurvos e entrelaçados".
(5) "para a armação das redes bambolantes."
Putnam confuses the word "bamboleantes" with the noun bamboo.
Lowe is correct in translating the word as "swaying". The hammocks are not made of bamboo, but branches of the umbu tree. The DHLP (pp. 390) registers the verb bambolear and the verb sway is appropriate here.
(6) "E ao chegarem os tempos felizes."
The translators' respective renditons "happy times" and "good season" A more serious omission is observed in the case of da Cunha's Chapter 3, Section IV "Autonomia Duvidosa" (pp. 192-93) . Lowe reduces this section ("Doubtful Independence") to half of a page (pp. 104) while Putnam's ("Doubtful Antonony", ) is complete. Supression of material represents a loss for those who depend on translations.
Putnam's translation has had its critics over the years. Straile and Fitz (1995: 46) 
